
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of systems administrator linux. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for systems administrator linux

Performs other related duties, including presentation of seminars, supporting
courses and instruction of technical computing related services in support of
the research community, as required
Quickly and efficiently troubleshoot system, server, and application issues
Work independently to troubleshoot system issues
Apply patches and configuration changes to Linux systems
Maintain a SAS Scalable Performance Data Server (SPDS) implementation,
performing regular maintenance tasks including applying application updates,
making configuration changes, and managing user accounts (Candidates
without SAS skills will be send to formal training)
Maintaining the existing customer Linux environment utilizing Puppet and
Red Hat Satellite
Implement Operating System policies and procedures, and provide guidance
to the customer on improvements to enhance security while meeting the
client’s mission requirements
Interacting with other system engineers, developers, database
administrators, client teams, vendors, and other teams for infrastructure
compliance and system certification
Working with application developers, database, system, and other IT
operations resources to troubleshoot issues and ensure the system is working
properly

Example of Systems Administrator Linux Job
Description
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Qualifications for systems administrator linux

Possess verbal/written communication skills, the ability to work well within a
team environment, and strong analytical capabilities with the interest in
applying troubleshooting skills and techniques to solve problems
Be able to work independently or under only general direction
Familiarity with basic Network Technologies, such as TCP/IP protocols,
CISCO, subnetting, VPN, switching, firewalls, and routing
Familiarity with IT Infrastructure Management/Monitoring Tools and
Techniques
Familiarity with performing patching of systems and management of YUM
repositories
Familiarity with NAS and/or SAN storage technologies


